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Maximum Likelihood (1)



Maximum Likelihood (2)



Example 1: Gaussian case
(σ known but µ unknown)



Example 2: Gaussian case
(both µ and σ unknown)



Bias and variance (1)



Bias and variance (2)



Bias-Variance in Regression
 True function is y = f(x) + ε, where ε ~ N(0,σ 2)
 Given a set of examples X={(xi, yi)} we fit an hypothesis  

h(x) to X to minimize the squared error Σi [yi – h(xi)]2

For a new data point x* with observed value y* = f(x*) + ε, we 
would like to understand the expected prediction error or 
EPE of h in x*:
                         EPE(h; x*) = E[ (y* – h(x*))2 ]

which decomposes into “squared bias”+“variance”+ “noise”:

EPE(h; x*) = E[ (y* – h(x*))2 ] =   (E[h(x*)] – f(x*)) 2 

                                           + E[ (h(x*) – E[h(x*)])2 ]
                                         + E[ (y* – f(x*))2 ] 



Bias, Variance, and Noise

 Bias: E[h(x*)] – f(x*)
 How much average estimates deviate from the truth: 
describes the systematic error of h(x*)

 Variance: E[ (h(x*) – E[h(x*)])2 ]
 Variability of the estimates upon changing the data 
sample: describes how much h(x*) varies from one 
training sample X to another

 Noise: E[ (y* – f(x*))2 ] = E[ε2] = σ2 
 Inherent random component: describes how much y* 
varies from f(x*). Noise due to ignorance



Example: 20 points; linear fit h(x)
y = x + 2 sin(1.5x) + N(0,0.2)



50 fits (20 examples each)



Bias



Variance



Noise



Yet again?
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The Bias-Variance Dilemma



The Bias-Variance Dilemma

Best fit

Usually, the bias 
is a decreasing 
function of model 
complexity, 
while variance is 
a increasing 
function of the 
complexity



Example 1: the case of ANNs



Example 2: the case of 1NN

 When model complexity is dependent on training sample size, then 
both bias and variance decrease with sample size. 



Measuring Bias & Variance (1)

 In practice (unlike in theory), we have only 
ONE training set X.

 We can simulate multiple training sets by 
bootstrap replicates
X’ = {x | x is drawn at random with 

replacement from X} and |X’| = |X|.



Measuring Bias & Variance (2)

 Assume a noiseless environment
 Construct B bootstrap replicates of X (e.g., 

B = 200): X1, …, XB

 Apply learning algorithm to each replicate 
Xi to obtain hypothesis hi

 Let Ti = X \ Xi

 Compute prediction hi(x) for each x in Ti



Measuring Bias & Variance (3)

For each original data point x*, we now have 
the observed corresponding value y* and a 
number k≤B of predictions yj=hj(x*), j=1,…k 
 Compute the average prediction h*
 Estimate bias as (h* – y*)
 Estimate variance as Σk

j=1 (yj – h*)2/(k – 1)



But …

 Bootstrap replicates are not real data
 We ignore the noise

 If we have multiple data points with the same 
x value, then we can estimate the noise

We can also estimate noise by pooling y 
values from nearby x values



In conclusion …

 Prediction error can be decomposed into bias 
and variance (and noise)
 Bias arises when the classifier cannot represent the 

true function: the classifier underfits the data
 Variance arises when the classifier depends too much 

on the particular training set: the classifier overfits 
the data

 There is an inherent trade-off between the two
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